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Summary
The objective of this study is to compare the agility of a specific motor vehicle (ability of the vehicle
to follow paths having small radii of curvature) when moving “forwards” and “backwards”. These
terms have been put here in quotation marks because their meaning depends on the point of view
individually adopted. In this study, the vehicle is understood as moving “forwards” when the vector
of the predefined vehicle velocity is pointing towards the vehicle front. The vehicle may also be said
to move “backwards” when it is reversing and to move “forwards” when it is driven in any other
gear. To accomplish the objective of this study, a simulation method was employed. Instead of
the Ackermann model, a three-dimensional dynamic model was used where the tyre slip angles
were taken into account. The vehicle manoeuvres simulated during the tests included vehicle drive
along a path with a constant curvature radius on a road surface affording good adhesion, vehicle
drive with a “saw-tooth” input applied to the steering wheel, and vehicle drive into a parking place
parallel to a roadway edge. The vehicle speed was limited to 40 km/h because of the nature of the
manoeuvres simulated (aimed at the evaluation of vehicle agility) and because it would be difficult
to achieve higher velocities of the vehicle reversing in real conditions. The results obtained have
shown significant differences in the vehicle behaviour when it moved “forwards” and “backwards”.
Some of them are known to every experienced driver and this fact may rather be considered just
confirmation of the usefulness of the simulation method adopted.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this study is to compare the agility of a specific motor vehicle (ability
of the vehicle to follow paths having small radii of curvature) when moving “forwards”
and “backwards”. These terms have been put here in quotation marks because of their
conventional nature and because the answer to a question whether the vehicle moves
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“forwards” or “backwards” depends on an individual point of view. In this study, the
movement “forwards” is understood as the one during which the vector of the predefined
vehicle velocity is pointing towards the vehicle front. The vehicle may also be said to move
“backwards” when it is reversing and to move “forwards” when it is driven in any other gear.
The term “agility” is understood by the authors as vehicle’s ability to follow paths having
small radii of curvature [1]. The vehicles with good agility may be more easily manoeuvred.
The procedures to examine this property of a vehicle are described in normative documents
issued by the United Nations Economic Organization for Europe (UN ECE) [2].
The vehicle tests presented herein were carried out as computer simulations. Instead of
the Ackermann model, a three-dimensional dynamic model was used where the tyre slip
angles were taken into account. Although the tests were merely simulations, endeavours
were made for the simulations to be as close to the reality as possible; for this reason,
the vehicle speed was limited to 40 km/h because it would be difficult to achieve higher
velocities when driving the vehicle “backwards” in real conditions.

2. Model and simulation program
A physical model of a two-axle vehicle has been shown in Fig. 1 [15, 16]. An assumption has
been made that the vehicle modelled moves on an even horizontal road surface.

Fig. 1. Physical model of a two-axle motor vehicle and model of a motor vehicle steering system with a parallel
structure [15, 16]
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Ten independent generalized coordinates have been adopted to describe the model
motion: coordinates xO1, yO1, and zO1 of point O1 (centre of vehicle mass) in the Oxyz inertial
reference frame, yaw angle (directional angle) ψ1, pitch angle φ1, and roll angle ϑ1 of the
vehicle body, and road wheel rotation angles φ5, φ6, φ7, and φ8. The equations of motion
were derived with employing the principle of dynamic force analysis.
The simulation of some manoeuvres requires that driver’s actions should be defined. In
“open-loop tests” [15, 16], the driver is represented by time functions of steering wheel
turning angle, brake pedal effort, accelerator pedal depressing degree, and transmission
gear ratio.

3. Vehicle data and description of the manoeuvres simulated
The data of the simulation model corresponded to a medium-class passenger car, fully
loaded (with about 1 500 kg total mass) [18]. To compare the agility characteristics of the
vehicle moving “forwards” and “backwards” with each other, three different manoeuvres
were simulated: steady-speed vehicle drive along a path with a constant curvature radius
on a road surface affording good adhesion; vehicle drive with a “saw-tooth” input applied
to the steering wheel, in accordance with UN ECE Regulation No. 79 [2]; and vehicle drive
into a parking place parallel to a roadway edge.
The simulations were carried out, depending on the manoeuvre simulated, for different
vehicle velocities, for dry and wet road surface, and for the vehicle being driven “forwards”
and “backwards”[18].

4. Steady-speed vehicle drive along a path with a constant
curvature radius on a road surface affording good adhesion
This test was a simulation of vehicle drive with a constant value of the steering wheel
turning angle. This angle was set to its maximum (9.42 rad) from the beginning to the end
of the simulation process. The signs of the steering wheel turning angle for the vehicle
moving “forwards” and “backwards” were opposite to each other.
The simulations were only carried out for a vehicle speed of 10 km/h and for the tangential
tyre-road interaction characteristics corresponding to dry asphalt concrete. The simulations
for wet asphalt concrete and for higher vehicle speeds were skipped because authors’
interest was exclusively focused in this case on the comparison of vehicle behaviour
during the “forward” and “backward” movement at low tyre slip angle values. Thanks to
such an assumption made, the vehicle could follow a path having a constant curvature
radius and could return to its initial position when the yaw angle of 2π was reached.
The trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass during the “forward” and “backward” movement
has been shown in Fig. 2. The vehicle contour in its initial position (which was roughly
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identical with the final position) has been presented in a simplified form as a rectangle
with dimensions corresponding to the overall vehicle width and length.

Fig. 2. Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass at a constant value of the steering wheel turning angle

The trajectories of the centre of mass of the vehicle driven “forwards” and “backwards” as
shown in Fig. 2 could be considered symmetrical to each other about the OY axis, if it were
not for the difference in the radii of the circles that represent them. For this difference to
be more clearly visible, another simulation was carried out where only the initial vehicle
positions were changed. The results can be seen in Fig. 3. Thanks to appropriate changes
in the initial vehicle positions, the trajectories of the vehicle centre of mass could be
brought to a form of concentric circles. Additionally, a simplified contour of the vehicle for
the “forward” and “backward” movement and the maximum and minimum circles described
by this contour have been drawn.
Fig. 4 shows the values of radii of the circles described by the centre of vehicle mass and
by the vehicle contour. The average absolute values of the moments of forces applied to
the steering wheel have been presented in Fig.5
As regards the vehicle trajectory, the differences in the results obtained are not particularly
big, chiefly because of low velocity of the vehicle. However, they are noticeable, with the
radii observed at the “backward” movement being somewhat smaller. The differences
can be explained by different locations of the instantaneous centre of rotation for each of
the directions (or, more precisely, the senses) of the vehicle motion and by deformations
of the steering system.
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The lower value of this moment means smaller deformations in the steering system.
Hence, a specific steering wheel turning angle translates in such a case into bigger angles
of turning the steerable wheels and, in consequence, into smaller values of the turning
radius.

Fig. 3. Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass at a constant value of the steering wheel turning angle,
after changes in the initial vehicle position

Fig. 4. Average absolute values of the moments on the steering wheel of the vehicle driven along a path
with a constant curvature radius
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Fig. 5. Radii of the circles described by the vehicle driven “forwards” and “backwards”

5. Vehicle drive with a “saw-tooth” input applied to the
steering wheel
This manoeuvre, performed in accordance with UN ECE Regulation No. 79 [2], is also
referred to as “parking operation”. It is used to evaluate the agility of a motor vehicle. During
the manoeuvre, a “saw-tooth” input is applied to the steering wheel of the test vehicle
moving with a constant velocity; the time history of such an input has been presented in
Fig. 6. The turning angles applied as an input to the steering wheel when the vehicle moved
“forwards” and “backwards” have been given opposite signs in order to facilitate direct
comparisons between the resulting vehicle trajectories.

Fig. 6. Time history of the “saw-tooth” steering wheel input; individual stages of the manoeuvre have been
shown
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This manoeuvre for the vehicle moving “forwards” is carried out as described below.
a.	The vehicle is moving with a constant velocity, with its wheels being set straight ahead
(Fig. 6, stage “a”); this stage may be skipped in the analysis.
b.	The steerable wheel turning angle is being increased by turning the steering wheel
with a constant rate to the left to its extreme position (Fig. 6, stage “b”).
c.	The steering wheel is being turned with a constant rate to the right to its opposite
extreme position (Fig. 6, stage “c”).
d.	The steerable wheels are being reset to the straight ahead position by turning the
steering wheel with a constant rate to the left (Fig. 6, stage “d”).
e.	The vehicle is moving again with its wheels being set straight ahead (Fig. 6, stage “e”);
this stage, like the first one, may also be skipped in the analysis.
For the vehicle moving “backwards”, the input is symmetric to that described above about
the time coordinate axis.
This manoeuvre was simulated for two different vehicle speeds (10 km/h and 40 m/h), two
road surface types (dry asphalt concrete and wet asphalt concrete), and for the vehicle
moving “forwards” and “backwards”, which resulted in eight simulations in total.

Fig. 7. Vehicle driven with a speed of 10 km/h on dry
asphalt concrete:
a) Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass
b) Moment on the steering wheel vs. time
c) Vehicle yaw angle vs. time

Fig. 8. Vehicle driven with a speed of 40 km/h on dry
asphalt concrete:
a) Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass
b) Moment on the steering wheel vs. time
c) Vehicle yaw angle vs. time
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Figs. 7–10 show the simulation results for the vehicle being driven on dry and wet asphalt
concrete. They represent trajectories of the centre of vehicle mass and time histories
of the moment of forces applied to the steering wheel and of the vehicle yaw angle.

Fig. 9. Vehicle driven with a speed of 10 km/h on wet
asphalt concrete:
a) Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass
b) Moment on the steering wheel vs. time
c) Vehicle yaw angle vs. time

Fig. 10. Vehicle driven with a speed of 40 km/h on wet
asphalt concrete:
a) Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass
b) Moment on the steering wheel vs. time
c) Vehicle yaw angle vs. time

For the purposes of quantitative evaluation of the simulation results, the total number of
vehicle trajectory loops made during the simulation test was chosen as a criterion. It was
determined from the vehicle yaw angle according to the equation:

where: np – total number of vehicle trajectory loops;
ψ1max – maximum vehicle yaw angle;
ψ1k – final vehicle yaw angle.
In formula (5.1), the first and second term defines the number of loops made by the vehicle
when moving “leftwards” and “rightwards”, respectively.
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The simulation results have been presented in the form of a graph in Fig. 11. The bigger
number of the loops has the meaning of better agility of the vehicle. The radius of the
smallest vehicle trajectory loop was also found out; it was determined as the average
value of the loop radii observed for the vehicle when moving “leftwards” and “rightwards”.
The results of such calculations have been given in Fig. 12. The vehicle agility is better
when the value of this parameter is lower.
The differences in the simulation results are most clearly visible in the time histories of the
moment applied to the steering wheel (Figs. 7b and 8b and Figs. 9b and 10b). At the speed
of 10 km/h, the greatest impact is exerted by the stabilization of the steerable wheels,
determined by the wheel geometry angles (chiefly the castor angle). When the vehicle
moves “backwards”, the castor angle has a destabilizing impact and this explains the
difference in the sign and modulus of the moment. At the speed of 40 km/h, the stabilizing
moment generated by the tyre, which does not depend on the castor angle, plays a more
important part and the time histories of the moment applied to the steering wheel do not
differ so much from each other.
Although the moment on the steering wheel does not characterize the vehicle behaviour,
it is important for the course of the manoeuvre in real conditions. This is because high
values of this moment may make the manoeuvre considerably more difficult or even
infeasible for the driver. The sign of the moment of forces on the steering wheel changed
during the manoeuvre; therefore, only the absolute value (modulus) of this moment was
taken into account. The maximum and average absolute values of the moment of forces
on the steering wheel during the simulation of this manoeuvre have been presented in
Figs. 13 and 14. For the average value to be calculated, only stages “b”, “c”, and “d” of the
manoeuvre were taken into account because the values of this moment during stages “a”
and “e” were close to zero.
The results of all the simulations have shown the vehicle agility to be better when the
vehicle was driven “backwards”. However, significant differences were only observed
at the speed of 40 km/h; for the speed of 10 km/h, the differences may be considered
inconsiderable. The value of the moment applied to the steering wheel was in every case
higher when the vehicle moved “forwards”; this difference was better visible at the test
speed of 10 km/h as against that observed at 40 km/h. On the one hand, lower values of
the moment on the steering wheel facilitate the manoeuvre because not much driver’s
effort is required in this case. On the other hand, very low values of this moment make it
more difficult for the driver to assess properly the vehicle behaviour (the driver “does not
feel the vehicle”) and this detrimentally affects the traffic safety.
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Fig. 11. Total number of vehicle trajectory loops
vs. vehicle velocity and road surface type

Fig. 12. Radius of the smallest vehicle trajectory loop
vs. vehicle velocity and road surface type

Fig. 13. Maximum absolute values of the moment
on the steering wheel vs. vehicle velocity and road
surface type

Fig. 14. Average absolute values of the moment on the
steering wheel vs. vehicle velocity and road surface
type

6. Vehicle drive into a parking place parallel to a roadway edge
This manoeuvre is carried out at a low vehicle velocity (at this study, the velocity was
assumed as 2 m/s = 7.2 km/h). To perform such a manoeuvre, the driver turns the steering
wheel through large angles. In consideration of the vehicle velocity being low, only the
vehicle drive on dry asphalt concrete was simulated (at low vehicle speeds, the impact of
changes in the road surface type on simulation results is very small and may be ignored).
The tyre slip angles were very small, too. Chiefly the trajectories of selected vehicle points,
including the points of the simplified vehicle contour, were subject to the analysis.
The simulation parameters were specially selected for the lateral displacement of the
centre of vehicle mass to be 2.5 m from the initial position. The steering wheel input,
illustrated in Fig. 15, had the form of a single complete sinusoidal cycle, as normally used
by vehicle drivers at a manoeuvre of this kind.
The trajectories of the centre of vehicle mass and of the simplified vehicle contour and
the time history of the moment of forces applied to the steering wheel have been shown
in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15. Manoeuvre 3. Time history of the steering wheel input

Fig. 16. Trajectory of the centre of vehicle mass (a), trajectory of the vehicle contour (b), and time history
of the moment on the steering wheel (c)
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For the simulation results to be easier to read and analyse, the contour of a vehicle
“standing” in front of the vehicle covered by the simulation has been marked on some
of the drawings to follow. In Fig. 17, the additional vehicle has been placed in a position
enabling the manoeuvre to be carried out. Based on the positions of both vehicles, lines
have been drawn to determine the shortest length of the parking place necessary for the
manoeuvre to be successful. The width of the parking place, equal to 2.5 m, was adopted
in accordance with the regulations in force [17]. It can be seen at first glance that the
minimum parking place must be longer when the vehicle is driven “forwards”. If the red
solid line at the top of the drawing is taken as a borderline (e.g. a curb), then this manoeuvre
cannot be considered as completed successfully for the vehicle moving “forwards” (unless
crossing of the borderline representing a curb is allowed). For successful completion of
this manoeuvre to be made possible with the vehicle moving “forwards”, the initial position
of the vehicle should be changed by increasing its distance from the edge of the roadway
(or parking place). This would also affect the final vehicle position (the vehicle would be
parked very close to the curb).

Fig. 17. Trajectory of the vehicle contour: a) for the vehicle moving “forwards”; b) for the vehicle moving
“backwards”
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As another method of making it possible to complete the manoeuvre successfully, i.e.
without the line representing the curb being crossed by the vehicle and without the initial
and final distance between the vehicle and the curb (i.e. the lateral vehicle position) being
changed, when the vehicle is driven “forwards”, the steering wheel input may be modified.
This, however, would result in increasing the minimum required length of the parking
place. The authors managed to achieve this (with the use of an iterative method) for the
input presented in Fig. 18 (by lengthening the period and reducing the amplitude of the
steering wheel turning angle). The successful performance of the manoeuvre, although
characterized by the required parking place being much longer, has been illustrated in
Fig. 19. The minimum required length of the parking place is defined by the front line of the
contour of the vehicle having been parked and the red vertical line drawn in Figs. 17 and 19.
This dimension should be considered the minimum distance between two vehicles that
enables the third one to be driven without collision into the parking place between them
at a predefined steering wheel input and vehicle velocity. The values of this dimension
for the simulations described above have been presented in Fig. 20. In real conditions,
these distances might be different depending on the type of the steering wheel input.
During such a manoeuvre, the driver would not have to apply an input in the form of
a single complete sinusoidal cycle to the steering wheel; instead, he/she would apply an
input optimized to reduce the analysed length of the distance between the vehicles to
a minimum. The optimization might be accomplished, first of all, by changing the steering
wheel turning angle at a zero or very low vehicle velocity.
The average and maximum moment applied to the steering wheel during the parking
manoeuvre has been shown in Fig. 21.

Fig. 18. Manoeuvre 3. Time history of the steering wheel input during the “forward” movement, with the
parameters (period and amplitude) of this input having been modified
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Fig. 19. Trajectory of the vehicle contour for the vehicle moving “forwards” after modification of the steering
wheel input

Fig. 20. Minimum parking place length

Fig. 21. Average (a) and maximum (b) moment
applied to the steering wheel during the parking
manoeuvre
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In all the cases simulated, the required length of the parking place exceeded the minimum
value of 6 m allowed by the regulations in force [17]. Obviously, the value of 6 m is meant
here as the one that must be met by the parking places marked on the road surface
pursuant to the regulation referred to above [17] and it is not applicable to vehicles. Shorter
lengths might also be obtained as simulation results, but this would require the application
of more complicated steering wheel inputs, like those occurring in real conditions where
neither the vehicle velocity nor the steering wheel turning rate is constant. However, the
manoeuvres thus simulated cannot be counted among “open-loop tests” [15, 16], i.e. tests
without a driver–vehicle–environment feedback.
The simulation results have confirmed the fact that a vehicle moving “backwards” can be
driven into a parking place parallel to a roadway edge even if the parking place length is
too short for such a manoeuvre to be carried out with the vehicle being driven “forwards”.
When examining the shapes of the vehicle trajectories during the “forward” and “backward”
movement, one can conclude that if a vehicle can only be driven into a specific parking
place when moving “backwards” then the vehicle can be driven out of such a place only
when moving “forwards”.

7. Recapitulation
The results obtained have unequivocally shown that the agility of a motor vehicle is better
when the vehicle moves “backwards”. Primarily the castor angle and additionally the
kingpin inclination angle are so selected that they fulfil their stabilizing function during
the “forward” movement. When the vehicle moves “backwards”, the castor angle has
a destabilizing impact, reducing the values of the stabilizing moment and of the moment
of forces on the steering wheel. At higher velocities, the main part is played by the
stabilizing moment generated by the tyre rather than the wheel angles and the values of
the moment of forces on the steering wheel are more close to each other for the “forward”
and “backward” movements.
When carrying out the manoeuvres such as the vehicle drive into a parking place parallel
to a roadway edge, it is better to drive the vehicle “backwards”. Such a finding is well known
to every experienced driver and this fact may rather be considered just confirmation of the
usefulness of the simulation method adopted.
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